Apple Intelligence lets you deliver powerful, intuitive, and integrated personal intelligence. App Intents and controls help your app do more across the system. And it’s even easier to create secure passkeys.

Apple Intelligence

- Let Siri take actions in your app and make your app’s actions more discoverable in the system.
- Train and build your AI and ML models on Apple silicon.
- Help people:
  - Rewrite, proofread, and summarize text.
  - Create fun, playful images in apps.
  - Create a new emoji to match any moment.

Do more with App Intents

- Explore hundreds of new actions in Siri, including writing and image generation capabilities from Apple Intelligence.
- Access new capabilities to make your entities more meaningful to the platform.
- Check out new APIs for error handling, deferred properties, and associated enums.

Extend your app with Controls

People can visit Control Center or the Lock Screen to toggle a setting, execute an action, or deep link to a specific experience.

Passkeys

Use the new automatic passkey upgrade API to create a passkey when someone signs in to your app and to let them know that the passkey was saved — all without interrupting their flow.

New just for iPad

The redesigned tab bar makes it easy for people to access their favorite tabs and it turns into a sidebar for moments when they want to dive deeper.

Design for iOS and iPadOS

The Human Interface Guidelines include the latest templates for iOS and iPadOS.